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ABSTRACT

With the huge heap of data around the web, there is the need to extract information from the vast availability. This information retrieval is efficiently done by the search engines, used by millions of people regularly. Meta Search Engines finds its scope where there is a need of fused information from different search engines, as each search engine applies unique method to retrieve information. Meta Search Engines provides an interface that gives user a view of single interface but on other side there lie different search engines. From these underlying search engines, Meta Search Engine collaborate wisely the documents returned by the search engines that are chosen by database selection method. The algorithm chosen by the Meta Search Engine describes its utility i.e. more befitted the algorithm is, the more efficient is the Meta Search Engine. The motive behind this paper is to aggregate all the approaches that are somewhere discussed in literature for merging the documents returned by search engines. This provides a unique source for all the Meta search approaches used so far.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the tremendous heterogeneous data on the internet, it becomes necessity to search for the relevant data required by an individual for any of its query. Different search engines are designed and already present in market to make searching over web a convenient task. An individual just need to enter the query and then the work of search engine begins. All search engines maintain the index for all the documents in the database to speed up the processing of a query. Different search engines apply different parameters to return results. For example, Google use page rank [1] calculation to find pages with higher ranks and return those pages to user. Thus there can be the difference between the results produced by different search engines to a single query. This difference in result is may be due to the scope of web crawling and data systems they maintain [2]. But further studies revealed that each search engine can cover only some part of the web [3]. This can be concluded as searching on web can be improved if user search for same query on multiple search engines and then combines the result and find the appropriate document needed. But this is indeed a tough, tiring and time consuming task. Moreover, a user may itself not be able to find most relevant document from returned relevant documents. By keeping this idea in mind, meta-search engines came into existence. The first person to incorporate the idea of Meta searching was Colorado State University’s Daniel Dreilinger. The Meta search engine called, Search Savvy was proposed, which let users search up to 20 different search engines and directories at once.

Meta search engines act as a global interface between users and different search engines. Meta Search Engines also act as an optimizer, which optimizes the results from different search engines. The search engines can be deep search engines and surface search engines [3]. Deep search engines are those which cannot be indexed by search engine; whereas surface search engines can cover only one-third of the indexed web [4]. So, by combining the results from both indexed and non-indexed web, the solution to the query can be highly optimized.

II. BASIS OF META SEARCH APPROACHES

The algorithm for merging results at an interface depends on two scenarios:

I. Whether they use score, or
II. Whether they use rank

While using score, a local or global similarity functions [19] [20] is applied to the documents to find the most appropriate document with respect to the query. On the basis of scores so obtained, the documents are arranged in descending order and the documents having scores above a certain threshold value is taken as the result and returned as a single list to the user. The time complexity of calculating the score of whole document can be reduced as instead of calculating the score for whole document, only the title and snippets can be
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used. The similarity measure can be applied to title and snippet rather than whole document. It has already been seen that the accuracy of using title and snippet is high [9].

Second scenario is that calculation of the rank of documents. While finding rank there is no need to get into the details of the documents, but rather focus on the position of document in the list returned by the search engine. And also the number of times a single document is occurring in the result of different search engines. Thus, by keeping these checks the relevancy of the document is calculated. The results are further arranged in descending order and documents that are ranked above certain threshold are returned as a list to the user.

Apart from these two scenarios, merging of result at an interface is also dependent on the presence of training data or not as shown in figure below.

![Merging scenario](image)

**III. RELATED WORK ON META SEARCH APPROACHES**

There are different approaches that are used from earlier times till now with little advancement over the previous one. Take the best rank [6] is the earliest algorithm which gives the merged list depending upon the URL’s best rank. Borda’s positional method[5] which uses $L_p$-norm method to get URL’s list. Weighted Borda Fuse[5] is a weighting method. According to the weights it produces the best merged list. Similarity functions [7] are used to measure the similarity of document with the query and most similar are kept at the top ranked highest among all. Borda Count [6] is a voting method. All component search engine gives vote to URL’s by distributing points. D-Wise [3] is used to convert local rank to score

**a) URL’s Best Rank:**

The resulted URL’s at interface were arranged in such best rank. That is,

$$MergedRank = \min (Rank_1, Rank_2 \ldots Rank_n);$$

If two results compete for the same rank, the URL of the popular search engine was given the preference.

**b) Borda’s Positional Method:**

In this URL’s rank is estimated with the help of $L_p$-norm. That is,

$$MergedRank = \sum (Rank_1^p, Rank_2^p, \ldots , Rank_n^p)^{1/p}$$

**c) Weighted Borda-Fuse:**

In this the weighing scheme is used. The URL of most reliable search engine is weighted more than some other less reliable search engine. The votes for i result of the j search engine are given as follow:

$$Vote(i,j) = w_j \times (max(r) - i + 1);$$

**d) Using similarity function:**

In this method, the similarity between the query and the returned result is calculated at the interface. Depending on similarity value ranking will be done.

**e) Borda count:**

This is a voting method. In this each component search engine is considered as voter and the returned URL’s are considered as candidates. Top candidates are given n points, second one get n-1 and so on. The remaining points are equally distributed among them. Sum total of all the point is considered as the base for arranging the URL’s in descending order.

**f) D-WISE Method[3]:**
In this the local rank of the URL is converted to its score,

\[ \text{Score} = 1 - (r_i - 1) \times S_{\text{min}} / (m \times U) \]

Where \( r_i \) is the local rank, 
\( U \) is the search engine score as how useful it is, 
\( m \) is total number of document.

The above discussed are some of the algorithms used in result merging. But this paper discusses the different types of algorithm on the basis of score and rank, and whether they use training data or not.

I Categorization on the basis of rank, score, training data and non-training data

a) With Rank only but not training data:

rCombMNZ[9] is the algorithm that comes under this category. It is similar to CombMNZ algorithm. In CombMNZ the score of each document is obtained by multiplying the sum of the scores obtained by the individual result by the number of results which have non-zero score. Non-zero score is obtained from non-zero system i.e. system that contain the particular document in their ranked list. rCombMNZ applies a function to final result to convert rank into similarity value of document.

b) With Rank and training data:

ProbFusealgorithm[12] comes under this category. In this algorithm the number of results given out for a particular query is divided into segments. Then using training data for each segment, the probability of relevance score for document is calculated. Then the sum of all the probability from each segment is calculated to get final score. The final score is then divided by number of segments.

c) With score only and no training data:

CombMNZ algorithm[9] comes under this. In CombMNZ the score of each document is obtained by multiplying the sum of the scores obtained by the individual result by the number of results which have non-zero score. Non-zero score is obtained from non-zero system i.e. system that contain the particular document in their ranked list.

d) With score and training data:

Linear combination[11] method comes under this. It is very flexible method since different weights can be used for different component system. The weight for each of the component system is calculated by its average performance measured using a group of training queries. The final result is obtained by combining the results of different list using weighted sum of scores from each component systems.

e) With rank, score and training data:

SegFuse algorithm[10] comes under this. For each component system, the result list is partitioned into chunks. The size of chunks need not be same. Using training data, the probability of relevance for documents in each chunk is estimated. The final score is calculated by the combining the relevance scores. SegFuse then merges the result and ranks the documents according to their final score.

These are certain algorithms that falls under these categories. No algorithm that uses rank, score and non-training data has been found yet.

IV. OBSERVATION

The observation from previous result merging algorithms has been listed here in tabulated form. The table is as follows:
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we surveyed and discussed the functioning of different result merging algorithms. We can further compare these techniques on the basis of score and rank as to which produce much better merged list. This can help in future work as the best among them can be used while merging results in Meta search engines.
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